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The Mwasi ManifesTo
Mwasi’s PoliTical sTaTeMenT

Mwasi is a Black Feminist collective actively involved in the fight for Black 
liberation. We work in a non-mixed environment, exclusively open to black 
and mixed-race womxn and those assigned female at birth. 

Our Black Feminism is a political and collective response to a racist, sexist, 
hetero-patriarchal and capitalist system, and founded in the history of 
womxn and Black Feminists who have organised and participated in the 
fight for freedom and emancipation while contributing to the construction 
of feminist thought in France, Africa, the Caribbean and throughout the 
Black diaspora. 

Mwasi collective does not, nor will ever endorse any political party that 
supports and perpetuates racism, colonialism, imperialism and patriarchy. 
We subscribe to an active Black Feminism which seeks to radically change 
society through a collective effort. 

 We demand:
Our basic right to existence, to freedom, to happiness and to self-
identification. We aim to achieve this through the overthrowing of anti-
blackness, hetero-patriarchy and capitalism. 

Black Feminism as a political practice and not merely a label. Though 
there are liberals who deem Black Feminism a personal political preference, 
we are adamant that it is in fact a global political movement and struggle 
which combines multiple practices and theories,  and is grounded in many 
historical contexts depending on each situation. It is therefore essential for 
us to reinforce Black Feminist thought in a French context by sharing the 
experiences of black womxn and afab people living in France to produce 
collective political strategies and analyses.

A fight against our invisibilisation as political subjects by putting black 
womxn and afab people at the centre of our movement, and in organising 
ourselves around the specificity of  the racialisation of gender.

A fight for an anti-capitalist Black Feminism. Our fight is for all black 
womxn and afab people and we cannot stress the question of class and 
of gender racialisation enough when speaking of this violently oppressive 
system of white, rich, capitalist, male supremacy. We aspire to a classless 

society void of capitalism, and we oppose all celebration of the feminisation 
and/or “diversification” of elite capitalism.

Real political solidarity with our sist@s in the Global South. This is the 
only sustainable response to the usage of queer, trans and feminist issues 
to serve a racist, imperialist and ‘white saviour complex’ purpose. It is also 
essential for an anti-imperialist mobilisation against the exploitation of our 
brothers and sisters in the Global South, and against internal violence by 
decentralising western recovery efforts.

 We propose:
Direct action: protests, interventions, courses and conferences are the 
fundamental elements of our activism. These actions are always in line 
with our political ethics, our manifesto, and the pressing needs of any long 
or short-term alliances that may be necessary in a given situation.

Debates: whether they be in the form of face-to-face interactions of in 
the production of texts. There must be a shared thought process in the 
production, the criticism and the distribution of theories, practices and 
strategies of our political struggle. All of Mwasi’s actions are principally aimed 
at black womxn and afab people, and at the general black community. 

The development and promotion of black love and solidarity. We organise 
spaces in which we can talk amongst ourselves to address our immediate 
needs, be it support and  assistance, or sharing our experiences. 

For us, by us, with love

Resources for understanding concepts of race, gender, class and 
intersectionality are found here:
https://mwasicollectif.com/ressources/

Responses to frequent questions are found here:
https://mwasicollectif.com/faq/



safe-sPace and ground rules:
Mwasi, a Black Feminist collective founded by and for Black and mixed-race 
womxn and afab people, have organised the Nyansapo festival with the de-
sire to allow this particular demographic to come together in a welcoming 
and inspiring space over the course of a weekend. We invite all those invol-
ved to be open to a process of teaching and learning, and to help create and 
maintain the safe-space needed to ensure this process. We would remind all 
participants that safe-spaces are not merely a theory, but a practice, and we 
would ask that everyone does their best to ensure that Nyansapo remains a 
safe-space for the duration of the festival. 

 Racism, colourism, islamophobia, fatphobia, classism, homophobia, 
transphobia, misogyny, slut-shaming, ableism, ageism will not be tole-
rated at this festival.

 In any given situation, Mwasi does not hold the opinion that a per-
son from a socially marginalised group/demographic can oppress 
someone from a socially dominant group/demographic. For example: 
a person of colour cannot be ‘reverse racist’ to a white person, a gay 
person cannot be ‘heterophobic’ towards a straight person etc.

 Respect the speaking order and do not interrupt anyone else

 Do not judge other people’s experiences. Please allow the organi-
sers to moderate each event and intervene if the situation or the lan-
guage used becomes oppressive. Mistakes may be made, but please 
allow the benefit of the doubt to the people involved as well as allowing 
them the time to think on their words and actions. If you have the ener-
gy, you are welcome to explain what caused offense.

 During discussions, please do not monopolise talking time, but 
rather allow everyone a moment to speak including those who are 
more reserved; We recommend a gap of roughly 10 seconds after the 
last speaker before asking to speak again to allow others the time to 
express their thoughts.

 Do not assume anyone’s gender identity (she/he/they), but rather 
ask and respect their pronouns. 

 Immediately apologise if you offend anyone. Please do not try and 
justify any offensive statements which may prolong the discomfort of 
the people involved. Ex: “That’s not what I meant,” “It wasn’t my in-
tention and you shouldn’t have taken it like that,” “Sorry if you were 
offended.”

 To ensure that conversation and debate are open to everyone, 
please do not assume that everyone shares your knowledge or expe-
rience.  Translate or explain foreign expressions, explain words, pop 
culture and internet jargon, jokes etc, without being condescending 
or asking if everyone else has heard about them or not, while also 
avoiding expressions such as ‘everyone knows/should know about…’

 Be aware of your body language, especially when there are people 
talking. For example, do not repeatedly look at your watch or sigh when 
someone is talking.

 Before disclosing sensitive personal information which could be up-
setting to other participants, please give a content warning and ask 
if everyone is comfortable hearing about your experience. (Subjects 
include but are not limited to descriptions of abuse and violence.)

 “No” means “no”. Do not force anyone to explain their reasons for 
saying “no”.

 Don’t ask questions to others that you yourself wouldn’t feel comfor-
table answering.

 Certain topics discussed will be highly personal. Though the orga-
nisers will do their best to facilitate a safe space during the festival, 
there is no guarantee that information will not be repeated outside of 
the event. We would ask that all participants respect the privacy of one 
another and the idea that certain personal information should not be 
shared.



 Be aware of your privileges and adapt your behaviour accordingly.

 Some of us are very sociable, some a little less, and others not 
at all. Creating a safe space is making sure everyone feels included, 
especially those who want to socialise but don’t feel comfortable 
making the first move. This also means respecting those who do want 
to be alone and who prefer to appreciate their environment from the 
sidelines. Just be aware of people’s body language, or ask “would you 
like to come sit with my friends and I, or are you okay just being by 
yourself?” (Of course, don’t be offended if someone just wants some 
quiet time alone!)

 The organisers will be open to any feedback regarding Mwasi, the 
festival and each workshop or talk at the end of the festival.

Symbol of unity and human relationship. 
A reminder Un rappel à contribuer à la 
communauté, que dans l’unité se fait la force.

Nkonsonkonson
« Chain links »

We hope that this event will allow us to think up some brilliant new ideas, to 
form enriching relationships and above all, to share our Black Feminisms with 
each other. We hope that our space and our interactions with each other 
over these few days will inspire your own projects and that we’ll be able to 
celebrate them at the next edition of this festival.

We wish you a wonderful festival, we are honoured to share this event with 
you.

Yours Afrofeministly,
Le collectif Afroféministe Mwasi
Ana Laura, Annette, Annick, Chloé, Christelle, Claire Obscure, Cyn, Ellie, 
Émy, Fania, Farah, Sarah, Sira.

And our wonderful volunteers who have come from all over Europe 
to help us:
Amélie, Aïssata, Ellie, Erin, Faidath, Hawa-Soraya, Idjiatou, Ingrid, Laini, Lily, 
Lucie, Mariame, Myriam, Nabintou, Noémie, Nolivé, Selemani et Virginia.



 July 28th - 6:30 PM: Opening night at La Générale

Opening Conference:

From margin to center: Resisting exploitation at work, discussion with 
Amélia, cleaning ladies on strike

21h00: ∞ Show Case:  
  KAMI AWORI 
 ∞ DJ Set: 
  Bad & Boujee (Austria)

July 29th

 11h-13h - Workshops

•  Queer and revolutionary struggles  
Hosted by QTR - Queer & Trans Revolutionaries against racism and neocolonialism

•  Black Feminism in the fight against Antiblackness  
Hosted by Mwasi-Collectif

• The depoliticisation and whitewashing of intersectionality  
Hosted by Po B. K. Lomami - activist and coordinator of social and artistic 
independent DIY projects

• Understanding racism and sexism against Black Womxn  
Hosted by Mwanamke Belgian Black Feminist Collective

•  Developing transnational alliances  
Hosted by Black Lives Matter UK

• Refugees and migrants: a plea for active solidarity  
Hosted by Association of refugee womxn from West Africa 

locaTe yourself in The various sPaces of The fesTival
Open to all

Space reserved for Black and mixed race womxn (cis & trans) and people assigned 
female at birth

Space reserved for Black people of all genders

Space reserved for womxn and people assigned female at birth who are part of a 
racial minority

Workshops centered around self-organizing and our political agenda

Registration for workshops, brunch and dinner are mandatory and will 
be made available onsite only, during the opening night of the festival, 
July 28th from 6:30 PM to 9 PM.

Exhibition
• Nancy-Wangue Moussissa - Photographer

Installation
• Afromaton by Véronique Kanor

Readings
• Marie-Julie Chalu

Lunch/Dining area - on donation

Aen onnim no sua a ohu
'"Those who do not know can 

know from learning''

Symbol of knowledge, life-long 
education, and of perpetual 
quest for knowledge.

Nyansapo
"Wisdom Knot"

Symbol of wisdom, 
ingenuity, intelligence  and 
patience.



   14h-16h - Workshops

•  Constructing radical alliances between trans and cis womxn in 
Black Feminist movements in France.  
Hosted by KD de Cases Rebelles

• Critical thinkings of a decolonial feminist in an academic context 
Hosted by Victoire Coppet

• Emotional labour   
Hosted by Guilaine Kinouani - Feminist, critical therapist

•  The Black Feminist movement in a Pan-African perspective  
Hosted by Many Chroniques

•  Black Feminism and the fight against Islamophobia  
Hosted by Ndella Paye

• Our Hair is Political  
Hosted by SciencesCurls

 17h-19h at La Générale
• Defending families of police brutality victims against injustice  

Hosted by Ramataa Dieng - Collectif Vies Volées (Stolen Lives) and Marcia Rigg

 20h30-22h  
• Sororité No New friend  

Dinner

July 30th 

 11h-13h: Brunch, decolonial feminist talks

13h30-15h30: Workshops 

•  Political love and self-love between Black womxn and Black men 
Hosted by Mwasi Collectif & Franck F.

•  Colourism within our communities   
Hosted by Founé Tounkara

•  Writing workshop 
Hosted by Aude Konan

 Closing event at La Générale

16h30 - 18h:

Meeting and discussion with the french rapper Casey 
Hosted by Atoubaa

18h30-21h: Conference

Our objectives and our self-organization for revolutionary Black Feminism 
With: Afrofeminas (Spain), Black Lives Matter UK, Sawtche - Afrofeminist Collective 
(Lyon / France), Mwanamke Collectif Afroféministe (Bruxelles / Belgium), SciencesCurls 
(Paris / France), The Glow Up (Netherlands).

Woforo dua pa a
"When you climb a 

good tree"
Symbol of support 
and cooperation.

Okodee Mmowere
"Talons of the eagle"

Symbol of bravery, strenght 
and power.


